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We had our Super Braxton 5K on Saturday, November 6, 2021. We raised an astounding
$7,444.02 for Pediatric Cancer Causes. The Reynoldsburg Leos Club received $!,861.00 to donate t
a Pediatric cancer organization of their choice, Dayton & Nationwide Children’s Hospitals wil each
get $2,791.51. There were a total of 148 in person and Virtual participants. We could not have
done this without any of our Lions Clubs in in our district and their families support and
participation.
We have already scheduled 2022’s Super Braxton 5K and it is going to be held on November 5,
2022 at the Reynoldsburg High School Summit Campus. It is too early to register yet, but it’s never
too early to start sending in sponsorships for this event. If interested in sponsoring please reach
out to Debbie Bolyard or CST Mike Kerek.
The Ohio Lions contributed a total 73 boxes of new Legos for this Lions year so far to the Super
Braxton Lego Drive. These all go to the Long family to be distributed to Nationwide Children’s
Hospital for the kids on the oncology floor. A child I know received one of thes new Lego sets
while he was in the hospital and he was overjoyed. When I started collecting these for the Long
family, I never thought that I would actually know someone who would receive a box while going
through Chemo. To see it come full circle is definitely a blessing and makes me want to continue
collecting these to benefit theses kids and their families. If you still want to donate any new Legos
I am continually collecting them. The hospital gives the Long family a call when they are in need of
more Lego sets. We need to really keep this going to help these kids and their families out.

Respectfully submitted,

Lion Debbie Bolyard
Pediatric Cancer Chair

